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A Revolting Itch: Pseudolaw as a Social Adjuvant
Donald J. Netolitzky

Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, Edmonton, Canada

ABSTRACT
Pseudolaw is a collection of legal-sounding but false rules that
purport to be superior laws suppressed by conspiratorial actors.
Pseudolaw replaces conventional law. Modern pseudolaw
emerged around 2000 in right-wing and often racist US
Sovereign Citizen communities, but has subsequently spread
world-wide to groups with diverse political, racial, economic, and
social objectives. Pseudolaw purports to shift authority away from
state and institutional actors and to individuals, and is attractive
to dissident groups who resist conventional authority. Pseudolaw
is politically agnostic since pseudolaw does not change or create
the ideologies and objectives of these dissident groups, but
instead empowers them. Pseudolaw aggravates interactions
between its host populations and conventional government,
court, and law enforcement actors. As pseudolaw expanded
outside of its Sovereign Citizen incubator, pseudolaw ceased to
be sequestered knowledge taught by gurus and held by
privileged groups. Pseudolaw has merged into the cultic milieu: a
collection of rejected and marginal ideas, resources, and history.
A broad range of conspiratorial and outsider communities and
individuals mine the cultic milieu. In this context pseudolaw has
become a separate legal system available to those who seek a
different explanation for law, and the extraordinary privileges and
immunities that pseudolaw falsely promises.

Introduction

Pseudolaw is a collection of legal-sounding but false rules that purport to be law and that
replaces conventional law.1 Courts universally reject pseudolaw because of its spurious
nature.2 Pseudolaw is usually associated with a conspiratorial narrative or explanation
for why pseudolaw is true but suppressed, a secret law known to only a privileged few.
Pseudolaw is remarkably consistent, world-wide.

This false law incubated in the United States within a collection of populations usually
labelled as ‘Sovereign Citizens’. Though Sovereign Citizen communities and their
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precursors were, and are, complex and non-uniform, one can nevertheless fairly describe
the predominant historical character of this population as conservative, white, libertar-
ian, rural, and holding fundamentalist Christian beliefs.3 Racist beliefs are commonplace
among Sovereign Citizens and their precursors.4 Sovereign Citizens claim pseudolaw
restores their perceived rights and can reform a corrupted American society and oppres-
sive Federal government to what Sovereign Citizens claim are their correct constitutional
forms.5 Attempts to apply what Sovereign Citizens identify as the true, but suppressed,
law has resulted in a broad range of extralegal and criminal activity, and, in some
instances, violence.

Pseudolaw co-evolved with the Sovereign Citizen community. That fact led to pseudo-
law commonly being described as a right-wing phenomenon since pseudolaw was his-
torically first employed by a right-wing population. This linkage is particularly obvious
in commentary by US legal activist organizations such as the Anti-Defamation League
[ADL] and the Southern Poverty Law Centre [SPLC]. For example, the 2012 ADL
report, ‘The Lawless Ones: The Resurgence of the Sovereign Citizen Movement’,6

groups together culturally, politically, and ideologically distinct populations such as
the Canadian and UK Freemen-on-the-Land and US ‘Moors’ with ‘traditional’ Sovereign
Citizens.7 Similarly, pseudolaw is not a strictly racist phenomenon.8 This perspective,
that pseudolaw communities are essentially the same, has broadly penetrated academic
and popular literature, and very plausibly affected the policy approaches adopted by gov-
ernment, intelligence, and law-enforcement organs.9 This linkage—pseudolaw to a
specific political/social belief—at one point may have been justified, but as this article
will illustrate, to currently presume such a connection is no longer correct.

Post-2000, the particular form of pseudolaw that gradually accumulated and matured
in Sovereign Citizen communities has expanded from its parent incubator and spread to
different groups and social movements in many different nations.10 The spread of this

3A.P. Harris, ‘Vultures in Eagles’ Clothing: Conspiracy and Racial Fantasy in Populist Legal Thought’, Michigan Journal of
Race and Law, 10 (2004–2005), pp. 269–326; C. Berlet and S. Sunshine, ‘Rural Rage: The Roots of Right-Wing Populism in
the United States’, Journal of Peasant Studies, 46 (2019), pp. 480–513.

4Berlet and Sunshine, op. cit.; D.M. Bell, The Sovereign Citizen Movement: The Shifting Ideological Winds (Master’s thesis,
Naval Postgraduate School, United States, 2016), https://calhoun.nps.edu/bitstream/handle/10945/48519/16Mar_Bell_
Devon.pdf; M.M. Mallek, Uncommon Law: Understanding and Quantifying the Sovereign Citizen Movement (Master’s
thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, United States, 2016), pp. 21–25, https://calhoun.nps.edu/bitstream/handle/10945/
51576/16Dec_Mallek_Michelle.pdf.

5J.M. Berger, Without Prejudice: What Sovereign Citizens Believe (Washington, DC: George Washington University, Program
on Extremism, Center for Cyber & Homeland Security, 2016), https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2191/f/
downloads/JMB%20Sovereign%20Citizens.pdf; M.N. Colacci, ‘Sovereign Citizens: A Cult Movement that Demands Leg-
islative Resistance’, Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion, 17 (2015), pp. 153–165, 153–156; M. Theret, ‘Sovereign Citizens:
A Homegrown Terrorist Threat and Its Negative Impact on South Carolina’, South Carolina Law Review, 63 (2012), pp.
853–885, 862–863.

6Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones: The Resurgence of the Sovereign Citizen Movement (2nd ed.) (2012), pp. 11–12,
14–15, Anti-Defamation League website: https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/combating-
hate/Lawless-Ones-2012-Edition-WEB-final.pdf.

7McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 642–643.
8Bell, op. cit., pp. 3–4; S. Jackson, A Schema of Right-Wing Extremism in the United States, (2019a), International Centre for
Counter-Terrorism website: https://icct.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ASchemaofRWEXSamJackson-1.pdf.

9Mallek, op. cit.; B. Perry, D.C. Hofmann and R. Scrivens, ‘Broadening Our Understanding of Anti-Authority Movements in
Canada’, Working Paper No. 17-02, 2017, Canadian Network for Research on Terrorism Security and Society website:
http://tsas5.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2017-02_v2PerryFINAL.compressed.pdf. See also Bell, op.
cit., pp. 21–22.

10Berger, op. cit., pp. 11–13; D.J. Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men: The Epidemiological History of Pseudolaw.
Paper presented at the CEFIR symposium on sovereign citizens in Canada, Montreal, Canada, http://www.researchgate.
net/publication/325053635_A_Pathogen_Astride_the_Minds_of_Men_The_Epidemiological_History_of_Pseudolaw;
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matrix of pseudolaw ideas is in many ways strange, since Sovereign Citizen pseudolaw is
now found in new populations that are very different from its original host. Pseudolaw
host groups frequently hold politically incompatible perspectives, and have wildly
different objectives.

Tracing this expansion reveals another interesting pattern. Pseudolaw evolved as it
moved into new host communities, developing new pseudolegal and conspiratorial vari-
ations that better fit these new environments. This pattern of transmission, evolution and
adaption, and further transmission resembles how biological pathogens move between
multiple populations and species,11 and, indeed, pseudolaw has been called a ‘disease
of ideas’.12 Sometimes pseudolaw hybridizes with indigenous, pre-existing marginal
and conspiratorial ideas. But, throughout this expansion, pseudolaw’s core false law
motifs remain intact, particularly its centrepiece: ‘Strawman Theory’.

Several implications emerge from this pattern. First, using pseudolaw as a kind of pol-
itical marker is a mistake. Pseudolaw is not apolitical—it fits better in certain political
contexts than others—but pseudolaw is not strictly limited by political affiliation and
belief. Second, pseudolaw is potentially a very powerful social marker. Adopting pseudo-
law means that a population has certain particular preferences or bias, usually oriented in
opposition or resistance to conventional government, institutions, and orthodox think-
ing and beliefs. That means the early history and origin of pseudolaw, and the backwards-
looking commentary on that that dominates academic and analytical commentary on
pseudolaw, has created blinders as to what these ideas actually represent. This article
detaches pseudolaw from its many hosts, examines the diverse functions served by pseu-
dolaw, and illustrates how infection by pseudolaw transforms the character of its host
population in predictable, and sometimes dangerous, ways.

Meme theory provides a useful model to evaluate the pathogen-like spread and evol-
ution of the pseudolaw. Dawkins proposed that ideas, ‘memes’, operate in a social and
knowledge ecosystem in a manner analogous to how individual biological genes are
selected for and against in a species population.13 Both genes and memes are independent
‘replicators’ within a larger biological or conceptual system, respectively.14 Memes spread
by imitation.15 A group of mutually interrelated and supporting memes is a ‘meme
complex’ or ‘memeplex’.16 The matrix of false law ideas and conspiratorial narrative
memes assembled by Sovereign Citizens are one such memeplex: the ‘Pseudolaw Mem-
eplex’ [PM]. Like genes, ‘symbiotic’ memes will predictably persist and propagate when
memes provide a selective or competitive advantage to their hosts. As a comparative law
example, the economically efficient symbiotic business corporation meme provides a dis-
tinct ‘cognitive’17 advantage to common and civil law tradition jurisdictions, while less

B.S. Slater, Sovereign Citizen Movement: An Empirical Study on the Rise in Activity, Explanations of Growth, and Policy Per-
scriptions (Master’s thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, United States, 2016), pp. 10–12, 66–67, https://calhoun.nps.edu/
bitstream/handle/10945/50485/16Sep_Slater_Brian.pdf.

11Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit.
12D.J. Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument Phenomenon in Canada’, Alberta Law
Review, 53 (2016a), pp. 609–642, 611.

13R. Dawkins, The Selfish Gene: 40th Anniversary Edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), pp. 245–260. See also A.
Lynch, Thought Contagion, How Belief Spreads Through Society (New York, NY: Perseus Books Group, 1996).

14Dawkins, op. cit., pp. 248–250; S. Blackmore, The Meme Machine (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 14–16.
15Blackmore, op. cit., pp. 4–7.
16Dawkins, op. cit., p. 258, Blackmore, op. cit., p. 19.
17As defined by Lynch, op. cit., pp. 7–8.
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efficient partnerships are the only mechanism for joint business ownership under Islamic
law. However, like ‘selfish genes’, ideas may be non-productive, or even deleterious, but
still be attractive to certain individuals and communities.18 These ‘parasitic’ selfish
memes persist and spread because they exploit individual and group characteristics.19

This article:

(1) reviews the PM’s key components and illustrates how their (anti)social functions
have a ‘selfish meme’ character;

(2) demonstrates the PM’s broad host range by surveying the many different contexts
and diverse range of populations that have adopted pseudolaw, and thereby illus-
trates the PM is not simply a right-wing, racist phenomenon;

(3) examines the consistent deleterious behavioural changes that are expressed when the
selfish PM infects a host population;

(4) compares how PM infections in two different social and national cultures led to
different outcomes; and

(5) examines the how the PM’s ‘disease of ideas’ transmission modes and vectors have
advanced from the inefficient ‘guru-driven’ model described in academic literature,
to diffuse and decentralized propagation within the broader matrix of conspiratorial,
marginal, rejected, and fringe belief that has been named the cultic milieu,20 resulting
in the PM operating as an unprecedented international outsider’s legal system, dis-
tinct from those acknowledged by governmental and court authorities.

This article also examines how the PM operates in two different but related ways. For
its host populations, the PM is a toxic, damaging form of belief. In that sense pseudolaw is
a classic ‘parasitic’ meme that exploits host population characteristics, objectives, and
biases. Belief in and application of the PM offers no social or competitive advantages.
The PM does not provide the advantages and authority that it promises to deliver.

However, when viewed from a larger social milieu, the PM also operates as a ‘social
adjuvant’. In the biological context, adjuvants are compounds that are incorporated
into vaccines. Adjuvants are not the foreign materials that produce a vaccine’s
immune response. Instead, an adjuvant acts as a kind of irritant, which amplifies
foreign material and host immune system interactions, triggering a stronger counterat-
tack by the body’s defences, and, ultimately, a more powerful immune resistance.

The PM does something analogous at the interface between its hosts and conventional
and orthodox government, court, law enforcement, and institutional actors. Populations
that host the PM typically are dissident groups who resist state and legal authority. As this
article will explain, the promise of false authority is what makes the PM such an effective
and appealing parasitic meme for dissident resister communities. The ideologies and
objectives of dissident groups produce an innate background degree of conflict
between a dissident minority, and the broader social and government structure.
However, as a memetic social adjuvant, the PM irritates and amplifies that conflict by

18Dawkins, op. cit., pp. 254–256; Blackmore, op. cit., pp. 176–180. Lynch classifies this replicator advantage type as ‘moti-
vational’: Lynch, op. cit., pp. 8–9.

19Dawkins, op. cit., pp. 258–260.
20C. Campbell, ‘The Cult, the Cultic Milieu and Secularization’ in M. Hill (ed) A Sociological Yearbook of Religion in Britain
(Norwich: SCM Press, 1972), pp. 119–136, 122–124.
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(purportedly) empowering dissidents with extraordinary rights. The resulting expanded
friction leads to much litigation, and, sometimes, to violence. The orthodox authorities’
response to those who employ pseudolaw also often causes great harm to the PM’s hosts.
Pseudolaw, as a meme, makes existing social tensions worse, and promotes escalated
conflict, harming both those who endorse and reject these ideas.

What is pseudolaw?

The first step in this investigation is to review the cornerstone meme components of PM
theory and their interrelationships, identify what benefits the PM promises to its memetic
hosts, and then examine the pathogen-like spread of the PM, worldwide. Initial exposure
to pseudolaw is often an overwhelming experience, with a barrage of unfamiliar or dis-
torted language, incomplete alchemy-like claims,21 strange ceremonial procedures,22 and
unusual paperwork and documents whose function is, at least in certain instances, a kind
of magic, rather than a rational exercise of legal authority.23 Nevertheless, starting with
the 2012 Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench Meads v. Meads decision,24 investigators have
distilled out a number of common or core component pseudolaw memes:25

(1) government authority is defective or limited,
(2) everything is a contract,
(3) silence means agreement,
(4) legal action requires an injured party,
(5) the ‘Strawman’ duality, and
(6) monetary and banking conspiracy theories.

These motifs usually appear in some form in known pseudolaw systems.

The six PM core elements

The six PM core elements demonstrate pseudolaw promises certain benefits to potential
host populations. The first core element is that the commonly accepted authority of state
actors is in some sense false or defective. Succinctly, the state does not have the power
that it claims. This core element is highly variable and location-specific.26 For
example, a pseudolaw community operating in Germany will have a narrative as to
why the Federal Republic of Germany is either not a government, or claims authority
that it does not possess.

The next two core elements modify the rules on which individuals, businesses, and
governments interact via legal agreement, or ‘contract’. The rule that ‘everything is a

21McRoberts, op. cit., p. 651.
22Meads v. Meads, 2012 ABQB 571 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2012), paras. 77–80.
23D.J. Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments as Magic and Ceremony’, Alberta Law Review, 55
(2018c), pp. 1045–1087, 1053–1069.

24Meads v. Meads, op. cit. This unusual decision has been characterized as a ‘textbook’ and a ‘review judgment’ analogous
to academic review papers: Netolitzky, ‘After the Hammer’, op. cit., pp. 1187, 1203–1205.

25D.J. Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper: Pseudolaw as a Revolutionary Legal System. Paper Presented at the CEFIR
Symposium on Sovereign Citizens in Canada, Montreal, Canada, 2018d, May, https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/325053364_A_Rebellion_of_Furious_Paper_Pseudolaw_as_a_Revolutionary_Legal_System.

26Ibid., pp. 14–15; Jackson, A Schema of Right-Wing Extremism, op. cit., pp. 15–16.
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contract’ subverts the authority of government actors, since legislation passed by govern-
ment no longer is an authority dictated by the state. Instead, this kind of ‘law-making’ is a
contract offer, and may be rejected.27 Legislation is optional. ‘Silence means agreement’
changes the usual legal rule that one is only bound by a contract when the recipient of a
contract offer takes a positive step to indicate acceptance. ‘Silence means agreement’ pur-
ports that ‘foisted unilateral agreements’ have a binding effect.28 A document that
demands a step, imposes a penalty, or claims an immunity supposedly becomes
binding if the recipient fails to ‘leap through the hoops’ by a deadline. ‘Legal action
requires an injured party’ defeats the effect of regulatory guidelines and behaviour man-
agement laws, such as impaired driving offenses, pollution legislation, weapons posses-
sion controls, and drug production and trafficking prohibitions.29 This pseudolaw
principle states that government or individuals may only seek legal recourse after they
are injured.

While the previous three legal rules are at least related to known law, the ‘Strawman’
duality is entirely unique and unprecedented. ‘Strawman Theory’ claims that individuals
have two linked but separate aspects, a ‘flesh and blood’ human, and an immaterial ‘legal
person’, or ‘Strawman’.30 This duality is allegedly concealed by state actors because the
state has no authority over the ‘flesh and blood’ human, except where that authority
chains through the Strawman to the human by one or more birth documentation con-
tracts. The two aspects are distinguished by letter case (and sometimes punctuation):
‘ROBERT ARTHUR MENARD’ is the Strawman component, while ‘Robert-Arthur:
Menard’ is a human being. Functionally, the Strawman operates much like a form of
demonic possession. With the correct paperwork, the Strawman may be ‘exorcised’,
freeing an individual from any state authority.31 Strawman Theory is also second
order pseudolaw, since Strawman Theory is built upon the first four core PM com-
ponents. That means these five core memes are usually encountered together.

The final core PM component is that money and debt are not what they seem.32 A
range of explanations exist for these monetary claims. ‘Redemption Theory’ builds off
the other five core memes by claiming the Strawman is associated with a secret govern-
ment-operated bank account that holds very large sums that may be accessed using con-
cealed processes.33 Other money and debt theories derive from banking-related
conspiracies that date to the Great Depression, and sometimes earlier: e.g. paper or
‘fiat’ currency allegedly has no true value, or fractional reserve banking means banks
do not really lend money, but instead ‘create it from thin air’. Money and debt pseudolaw
memes are not always employed by PM host populations, especially those chiefly
oriented towards resisting government. That said, all six core PM components are
usually transmitted together when pseudolaw enters a new population.

The claim that the law as we generally understand it is false requires an explanation.
Why, believers ask, are ordinary people unaware of that fact? The PM’s secrets and

27Meads v. Meads, op. cit, paras. 379–413; Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., pp. 10–11.
28Meads v. Meads, op. cit, paras. 447–528; Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., pp. 11–13.
29Kalinowski, op. cit., p. 163; Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., pp. 13–14.
30Kalinowski, op. cit., pp. 158–161; Meads v. Meads, op. cit, paras. 417–446; Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commer-
cial Arguments’, op. cit., pp. 1069–1078.

31Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments’, op. cit., pp. 1069–1078.
32Berger, op. cit., pp. 8–11; Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., p. 17.
33Kalinowski, op. cit., pp. 164–167.
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hidden knowledge are therefore enmeshed within a conspiratorial narrative that explains
how these truths were concealed.34 McRoberts has investigated and described how exist-
ing conspiratorial perspectives pre-dispose certain populations as hosts for these
memes.35 The exact conspiracy theories accepted by pseudolaw groups are highly vari-
able, and specific to the host community and its location.

Unexpected, to date the PM has been static and has not evolved significantly since
2000.36 Blackmore indicates stable memes exhibit high ‘fidelity’.37 Why that would be
the case for pseudolaw is unclear. One possible explanation is that the PM thrives
because it is a ‘memeplex’, a complex of mutually supporting ideas and beliefs that,
together, create a larger narrative. Put another way, Koniak has proposed the PM is a dis-
tinct and separate schema of law.38 If so, pseudolaw is not simply a set of legal tricks and
loopholes, but an entirely separate perspective and framework for how persons and insti-
tutions structure their interactions.

The PM’s (anti)social function

Pseudolaw has a function: it promises to shift the balance of authority away from govern-
ment and institutions and to individuals.39 Legislation is optional and may be ignored.
Debts cannot be enforced. Dangerous goods, weapons, drugs, and potentially harmful
activity can only be punished after harm has occurred. The anti-authority purpose of
the PM is apparent in how pseudolaw is usually employed in court proceedings to
evade tax, to get money for nothing, to attack or restrain government, and as a ‘get
out of jail free card’.40 Governments are the preferred targets.41

These benefits promised by the PM limit its potential memetic host range. The PM is
potentially appealing to individuals and groups who seek to limit government authority
in a ‘legal’ manner. A broad spectrum of antisocial and/or marginal communities may
find pseudolaw attractive to ‘level the playing field’ and obtain otherwise unavailable
advantages and immunities. Blackmore links meme appeal and transferability to its
emotional effect, particularly for provocative ideas.42 These characteristics make
certain dissident resister populations ideal hosts for pseudolaw memes, since the PM
promises a method for these groups to obtain their objectives.

The PM’s spread

The PM has now spread to at least four continents,43 but that expansion has not been a
continuous process. The dispersal of the PM ideas is much like how a biological pathogen

34Harris, op. cit., pp. 289–303; S. Jackson, Conspiracy Theories in the Patriot/Militia Movement (Washington, DC: George
Washington University, Program on Extremism, 2017), https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2191/f/
downloads/Jackson%2C%20Conspiracy%20Theories%20Final.pdf.

35McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 640–656.
36Netolitzky, ‘After the Hammer’, op. cit., pp. 1182–1186.
37Blackmore, op. cit., p. 58.
38S.P. Koniak, ‘When Law Risks Madness’, Cardozo Studies in Law and Literature, 8 (1996), pp. 65–138.
39Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., p. 7.
40D.J. Netolitzky and R. Warman, ‘Enjoy the Silence: Pseudolaw at the Supreme Court of Canada’, Alberta Law Review, 57
(2020), pp. 715–767, 731; Slater, op. cit., p. 47.

41Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., p. 7; Slater, op. cit., p. 47.
42Blackmore, op. cit., pp. 232–233.
43Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit.
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moves between different species. Pseudolaw memes have undergone cycles of introduc-
tion, adaptation, and proliferation.44 Pseudolaw from one jurisdiction or community is
not necessarily a ‘good fit’ in a different context. For example, ‘government authority is
defective or limited’ memes that rely on the US Constitution and its amendments would
make no sense in other countries. The ‘government authority is defective or limited’ core
meme must evolve and adapt to enter some new legal jurisdiction’s social ecosystems.

Sometimes little data is available to help dissect this transmission process, but in
Canada that is not the case. The PM’s spread in that country was largely the product
of two men: Eldon Gerald Warman and Robert Arthur Menard. These two memetic
vectors acted as ‘Typhoid Marys’, or instructor ‘gurus’, spreading damaging concepts
into unfamiliar territory. However, their specific roles in that process were very
different. Warman was a student of Sovereign Citizen PM gurus. Upon his return to
Canada from the US, Warman adapted the PM’s concepts to better fit Commonwealth
tradition law and government structures.45 Warman then introduced these concepts
into anti-tax groups in Canada. The now ‘localized’ PM was a more efficient memetic
replicator, and rapidly displaced other pre-existing Canadian pseudolaw theories.46

Menard’s role was to carry the pseudolaw memetic pathogen into a different social
space. Menard, the founder of the Freeman-on-the-Land movement, introduced
Warman’s ‘localized’ pseudolaw variant into a leftist, neo-hippie, anti-globalization,
anti-state, marijuana advocacy population.47 Even though Menard’s conspiratorial nar-
rative for pseudolaw was weak at best, the PM’s promise of extraordinary rights and auth-
ority proved very attractive to this hitherto unexposed candidate host population. The
PM was now a ‘better fit’ to Commonwealth countries, and over the next decade Free-
manism also spread throughout those jurisdictions.48

This ‘chain of transmission’ process can produce ‘loops’. Several pseudolaw gurus
have been attracted to a branch of the right-wing ‘Yellow Vest’ protest phenomenon
that has emerged in Canada in 2019. One, ‘Jacquie Phoenix’, teaches UK ‘Magna Carta
Lawful Rebellion’ pseudolaw theories to (purportedly) defeat state authority.49 Though
Phoenix disclaims ‘Freeman’ ideas, those are exactly what she is promoting. Warman
circa 2000 meshed the Magna Carta with the PM. Menard spread that combination of
motifs to the Canadian Freemen-on-the-Land. Canadian Freemen then transmitted
this ‘localized’ PM to the UK Freemen, where it ended up as the cornerstone for
Magna Carta Lawful Rebellion.

Potential host range: the diverse social roles played by pseudolaw

To date academic and popular commentary on pseudolaw has overlooked the broad
range of social roles where the PM has been employed. The result is that analysts have
committed a serious error by interrelating and entwining pseudolaw with the character,
beliefs, and objectives of its host communities. Instead, these two parts are more correctly

44Ibid.; Berger, op. cit., pp. 11–13.
45Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., pp. 6–8.
46Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 632–635.
47Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., pp. 9–10.
48Ibid., pp. 10–14.
49AVI v. MHVB, 2020 ABQB 489 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2020); AVI v. MHVB, 2020 ABQB 790 (Alberta Court of
Queen’s Bench. 2020).
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approached as distinct, but collaborative, memetic systems. A candidate host community
is more likely to adopt pseudolaw when pseudolaw’s function and narrative complements
the pre-existing belief and objective memes of that community. The PM’s appeal is that
the PM provides ‘a means to those ends’ for an increasingly diverse collection of host
populations that have very different objectives. This article identifies ten different ideol-
ogy, interest, and objective host population meme types that have been observed as sus-
ceptible to the illusionary selfish meme benefits promised by the PM.

Asserting and enforcing conventional and traditional authorities and values

Some groups use pseudolaw to assert and enforce their variation of what are socially
accepted and acknowledged rights, beliefs, and values. The US Sovereign Citizen popu-
lation is the model example of this application of the PM. Though often described as an
anti-government population, Sovereign Citizens perceive themselves as super-patriots.
They seek to restore proper constitutional function and what they perceive as traditional
US values.50 US Militias that have adopted pseudolaw are a second example, but in a
more specific way. These groups seek ‘legal’ mechanisms to entrench and expand
Second Amendment (firearms ownership) rights, driven by the traditional American per-
spective that citizens must have the means to resist government tyranny by force.51

Asserting and enforcing an orthodox replacement authority

Other pseudolaw hosts deploy pseudolaw to restore an orthodox replacement govern-
ment authority. Texas was an independent nation-state from 1836 until its annexation
in 1845. Since the 1990s the ‘Republic of Texas’ [RoT] claims to be the true government
of that state.52 The RoT holds elections to select executive officials, representatives, and
senators. The RoT claims to have its own judiciary: ‘County Chief Justices’. The RoT says
its citizens, ‘Texians’, are a separate Christian people with their with own laws and
culture. Texians have openly confronted ‘Texan’ authorities,53 and purportedly operate
as police officers.54 The RoT has been an aspect of the larger Sovereign Citizen commu-
nity from the start. Similarly, pioneering Sovereign Citizen guru David Wynn Miller was
reportedly55 the directing mind behind the Hawaiian Kingdom Government.56

50Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 3–4; Colacci, op. cit., pp. 153–156; J.A. Goldstein, ‘To Kill and Die
for the Constitution: How Devotion to the Constitution Leads to Violence’, Legal Studies Research Paper 158, Bristol, RI:
Roger Williams University, School of Law, 2015, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=257089; Jackson,
A Schema of Right-Wing Extremism, op. cit., pp. 7–9, 13–16; Mallek, op. cit., pp. 41–47.

51Goldstein, op. cit., pp. 25–36; Harris, op. cit., pp. 285–287; Jackson, A Schema of Right-Wing Extremism, op. cit., pp. 8–9; S.
Jackson, ‘Nullification Through Armed Civil Disobedience: A Case Study of Strategic Framing in the Patriot/Militia Move-
ment’, Dynamics of Asymmetric Conflict, 12 (2019b), 90–109.

52Website: http://thetexasrepublic.com/.
53S.H. Verhovek, ‘Separatists End Texas Standoff as 5 Surrender’, New York Times, 4 May 1997, https://www.nytimes.com/
1997/05/04/us/separatists-end-texas-standoff-as-5-surrender.html; C. Wessinger, How the Millennium Comes Violently
(New York, NY: Seven Bridges Press, 2000), pp. 199–200.

54Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 23–24.
55A. Walden, ‘SPLC Ties Tucson Shooter to Leader of Hawaiian Sovereignty Movement, Lolani Place Takeover’, Hawaii Free
Press, 19 January 2011, http://www.hawaiifreepress.com/ArticlesMain/tabid/56/ID/3523/SPLC-ties-Tucson-shooter-to-
leader-of-Hawaiian-Sovereignty-Movement-Iolani-Palace-takeover.aspx.

56Website archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20061208152201/http://www.higovt.org/.
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Germany has an analogous phenomenon. ‘Citizens of the Reich’, or ‘Reichsbürgers’,
claim that the true German government is not the Federal Republic of Germany, but
some earlier antecedent, such as the Third Reich, the Weimar Republic, Imperial
Germany, or a pre-unification state.57 Since the 1980s, Reichsbürgers independently
developed a sophisticated range of defective or limited government theories, but have
subsequently also adopted PM concepts introduced from other pseudolaw commu-
nities.58 A parallel phenomenon has now emerged in Russia where what might be
called ‘neo-Soviets’ claim the government of the former USSR remains the only valid
government.59

Recently, a branch of the Canadian Yellow Vest phenomenon has resurrected 1940s
Social Credit theories60 that claim attempts in 1931 to create Canada failed. Canada’s
provinces are (purportedly) instead independent nations. These ‘Unify the People’ acti-
vists are organizing the constitutions of these nascent nation-states, and will thereby
overthrow the (purported) illusionary federal government of Canada.61

Asserting a separate ethnic, cultural, or racial identity

Pseudolaw has also been used to assert a distinct social structure or affiliation based on
ethnic, cultural, or racial identity. To date this process has had two forms: (1) to expand
the authority of a recognized distinct community, or (2) to assert an ahistorical, fictitious
grouping. The first category typically involves Indigenous groups and communities. In
New Zealand and Australia pseudolaw has been deployed to assert expanded Indigenous
rights and authority.62 The Canadian Squamish Sovereign Nation has not only asserted
extraordinary authority versus ‘conventional’ government, but also declared it had
superior jurisdiction over legitimate Squamish First Nations.63 Another variation on
this application of pseudolaw are gurus and pseudolaw organizations that promise
anyone (for a fee) some form of special Indigenous status and extraordinary pseudolegal
rights. In Canada this ‘service’ has been offered by Lawrence Agecoutay, a.k.a. ‘King
KaneeKaneet’,64 and rogue lawyer Glenn Patrick Bogue, a.k.a. ‘Spirit Warrior’, in
league with the ‘Kinakwii Metis Nation’.65

The US hosts a number of fictitious Indian groups, such as the Little Shell Pembina
Band,66 however, the most dramatic application of pseudolaw in an ahistorical fictitious
cultural context are a number of African-American groupings usually labelled as ‘Moors’.

57E. Reisinger, ‘Ausstieg aus der “Firma Österreich”: zu besuch am schloss des ersten freeman’, VICE, 4 March 2016, https://
www.vice.com/de_at/article/4wpez3/freeman-besuch-849; D. Wilking, Reichsbürger: ein handbuch (Potsdam: Branden-
burgische Universitätsdruckerei und Verlagsgesellschaft, 2015).

58C. Casper and N. Neubauer, ‘Durchs wilde absurdistan-orer: wie “reichsbürger” den fortbestand des deutschen reiches
beweisen woollen’, Land und Kommunalverwaltung, 12 (2012), pp. 529–537, 534; Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the
Minds of Men, op. cit., pp. 14–15; Wilking, op. cit., pp. 100–101, 118–125.

59I. Zhegulyov, ‘Thousands of Russians Have Joined Something Called the “Union SSR” Trade Union, Calling Themselves
Soviet Citizens and Refusing to Pay Their Bills’, Meduza, 15 January 2019, https://meduza.io/en/feature/2019/01/15/
thousands-of-russians-have-joined-something-called-the-union-ssr-trade-union-calling-themselves-soviet-citizens-
and-refusing-to-pay-their-bills.

60Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 615–616.
61Website: https://unifythepeople.ca.
62Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., p. 17.
63Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., p. 628.
64Ibid., p. 622.
65Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’, op. cit., pp. 472–482.
66Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 24–25.
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These groups claim special race-based pseudolegal status based on historical fictions.67

Moors are little-studied and, unfortunately, are often lumped in with Sovereign Citizens,
which is incongruous given the diametrically opposite racial perspectives of both popu-
lations. One branch of the Moorish phenomenon claims special status on the basis of the
1817 Moorish American Peace and Friendship Treaty between the US and the Barbary
Pirate States.68 Palmer69 describes a Moorish community, the Nuwaubians, who
argued they were a sovereign Indian community. Dew70 recently conducted the most
detailed investigation to date of the belief systems of this grouping, which he calls
‘Aliites’. Dew proposes that the underlying ideology and motivation of these populations
is to negate their status as ‘blacks’ and thereby achieve parity with the American majority
population. Unfortunately, Dew’s investigation does not examine how Aliite belief is
linked to criminal and gang activity reportedly associated with Moorish pseudolaw
belief.71

Similarly, Black Hebrew Israelites are an African American separatist movement that
claim to be the true descendants of the twelve tribes of Israel. The Black Hebrew Israelite
population is largely in the US, with a smaller Israeli contingent.72 Black Hebrew Israe-
lites sometimes employ PM documents and methods to claim immunity to state auth-
ority in much the same way as Moors,73 and as the basis for anti-Semitic beliefs and
violence directed at other Jewish sects.74

Rejecting conventional authority

In the previous examples, the PM is applied as part of the host group’s attempts to
organize some form of social structure. However, another application of pseudolaw pur-
ports to simply ‘tear down’ conventional authority, or permit its adherents to ‘opt out’.
Canada’s Freemen-on-the-Land are the model example. This branch of pseudolaw prom-
ised a ‘freeloader-on-the-land’ lifestyle, where Freemen may pick and choose what laws
applied to them, and still demand all the benefits offered by Canadian society. Freemen
are a fundamentally anti-government, ‘hands-off’ community that is less anarchist than
simply parasitic. The host population for Freemanism are principally marginal social

67Ibid., pp. 11–12; S.A. Kent, ‘Freemen, Sovereign Citizens, and the Challenge to Public Order in British Heritage Countries’,
International Journal of Cultic Studies, 6 (2015), pp. 1–15, 4–5; Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit.,
pp. 4–5.

68K. Compari, ‘The Moorish Science Temple of America and the Legal System: Exploring the Need to Take Proactive
Measures Against Radical Members of an Incorporated Religion’, Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion, 15 (2014), pp.
507–539.

69S. Palmer, The Nuwaubian Nation: Black Spirituality and State Control (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing, 2016).
70S. Dew, The Aliites: Race and Law in the Religions of Noble Drew Ali (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2019).
71Compari, op. cit.; Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., p. 32; M. Pitcavage, The Wishitaw Nation and Moorish Sovereign
Citizens: What You Need to Know, 2016, Anti-Defamation League website: https://www.adl.org/blog/the-washitaw-
nation-and-moorish-sovereign-citizens-what-you-need-to-know; Southern Poverty Law Center, Moorish Sovereign Citi-
zens, 2019, Southern Poverty Law Center website: https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/
moorish-sovereign-citizens.

72M. Lounds Jr., Israel’s Black Hebrews: Black Americans in Search of Identity (Lanham, MD: University Press of America,
1981).

73Anti-Defamation League, Extremist Sects Within the Black Hebrew Israelite Movement, 2020, Anti-Defamation League
website: https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/extremist-sects-within-the-black-hebrew-israelite-movement;
C.M. Paradis, E. Owen and G. McCullough, ‘Evaluations of Urban Sovereign Citizens’ Competency to Stand Trial’,
Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law, 46 (2018), pp. 158–166, 163.

74Anti-Defamation League, Extremist Sects Within the Black Hebrew, op. cit.; K. Ong, ‘Ideological Convergence in the
Extreme Right’, Counter Terrorist Trends and Analyses, 12 (2020), pp. 1–7, 4.
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actors, usually with leftist, neo-hippie, marijuana advocacy, New Age, and anti-globaliza-
tion beliefs.75 Many Canadian Freemen-on-the-Land are also criminals. They applied the
PM to validate and ‘legalize’ their illegal activities, including, tragically, child sex abuse.76

Separating from general society

Another less common application of the PM is to sequester a host group from the general
population. The ‘separated’ group then operates as its own independent self-adminis-
tered unit. Both groups and individuals have deployed the PM in this context. The
Montana Freemen claimed their ‘Justus Township’ was a separate entity outside
Federal government authority.77 More recently, the Tacit Supreme In Law Courts /
United Sovran Nations attempted to create separate self-administered communities by
seizing Canadian Crown land, but also with a large land purchase and construction of
an independent, pseudolaw-based community.78 This group also organized its own uni-
formed police force. The ‘Austrian Commonwealth’ denies the legitimacy of Austria, but
also claims to operate under its own authority: ‘The Rulebook—Our Constitution’.79

Lattas80 describes numerous Australian ‘micronations’ who employ PM theory to pur-
portedly become legally self-administrating entities. Similarly, Quebec resident Alain
Painchaud claimed he was king of ‘The Constituent Association Sasseville’, an ‘indepen-
dent Republic Sovereign’, and began issuing his own court judgments.81 Alberta pseudo-
law promoter ‘rob in the pagé family’ endorses the PM as a mechanism to set up ‘off the
grid’ households, such as his ‘earthship’, that he claims to ‘self-govern’ in ‘God’s
Kingdom’, subject only to ‘Natural Law’.82

Enforcing religious belief

Another application of pseudolaw is as a mechanism to enforce purported religious
belief, practices, and/or dogma that supposedly trump orthodox government and legal
authority. ‘God’s Law’ is the true law. Imposing a kind of Christian orthodoxy was a cor-
nerstone for certain Sovereign Citizen precursors, such as the Christian Identity
Churches,83 the Montana Freemen,84 and is an aspect of some modern Sovereign

75Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., p. 624.
76Unrau v. National Dental Examining Board, 2019 ABQB 283 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2019), paras. 194–197;
R. v. Berg, 2019 ABQB 541 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2019).

77Wessinger, op. cit., pp. 175–176.
78EvolverCalgary, ‘Infinite Nations [Video file], 7 February 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1-XcjFFV2c;
J. McCoy, J. Jones and Z. Hastings, Building Awareness, Seeking Solutions: Extremism & Hate Motivated Violence in
Alberta (2019), pp. 69–70, Organization for the Prevention of Violence website: https://preventviolence.ca/
publication/building-awareness-seeking-solutions-2019-report/; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’,
op. cit., pp. 628–629.

79K. Marko, ‘“The Rulebook—Our Constitution”: A Study of the “Austrian Commonwealth’s” Language Use and the Cre-
ation of Identity Through Ideological In- and Out-Group Presentation and Legitimation’, Critical Discourse Studies.
(2020). doi:10.1080/17405904.2020.1779765.

80J. Lattas, DIY Sovereignty and the Popular Right in Australia (Sydney: Macquarie University, Department of Sociology,
2005), https://researchers.mq.edu.au/en/publications/diy-sovereignty-and-the-popular-right-in-australia.

81Capital Transit inc. c. Painchaud, 2014 QCCS 5624 (Quebec Superior Court. 2014); Capital Transit Inc. c. Painchaud, 2014
QCCS 5780 (Quebec Superior Court. 2014).

82Rob in the Pagé Family, Graduating Life with Honours: Conscious Self-Governance in God’s Kingdom, 2015, https://drive.
google.com/file/d/1bExEAReXgG3sqXdNBfbfH2JXHT984HbF/view.

83M. Barkun, Religion and the Racist Right (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1994).
84Wessinger, op. cit., p. 165.
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Citizen groups.85 UK pseudolaw guru John Anthony Hill, or ‘JAH’, argues Queen Eliza-
beth II’s Coronation Oath makes the King James Bible the ultimate law in Common-
wealth countries.86 A similar claim is advanced by the Canadian ‘Church of the
Ecumenical Redemption International’ pseudolaw group.87

Christian and/or biblical authority is not the only type of religious-based law advanced
by pseudolaw advocates. Members of Aliite branches of the Moorish law phenomenon
and Black Hebrew Israelites have claimed religious law imposes dietary and health
requirements that trump public law.88 New Age variations of allegedly superior pseudo-
law are also known. The Sovran Unity Nations Embassy, a precursor to the Tacit
Supreme In Law Courts / United Sovran Nations group, claimed supraconstitutional reli-
gion- and marijuana-based matriarchal authority via the ‘Camel’s Eye Treaty’, purport-
edly dated 408 AD. The key figure behind the Camel’s Eye Treaty, ‘Maitreya’ Isis
Maryjane Blackshear, ‘The Divine Holy Mother of All In/Of Creation’, subsequently
sued Canada, demanding Canada ‘cease and desist all blasphemy against the Divine
Mother’, and pay damages of $108 quadrillion.89

Response by economically disadvantaged individuals and classes

New pseudolaw debt-elimination and ‘money for nothing’ schemes appear regularly.90

Many spread internationally. In the UK these concepts appear to be the predominate
application of pseudolaw. Its Freeman population, unlike the Canadian variety, appear
to be mainly members of an economically disadvantaged class.91 UK Freemen appear
to have an economic focus, and deploy pseudolaw to evade council tax, licensing fees,
mortgages, and other debts, rather than to legitimize a ‘freeloader’ lifestyle or criminal
activity.

Response to dramatic economic and/or social stressors

Lynch describes memetic expansions where ‘hard times’ creates a mimetically ‘suscep-
tible population’.92 The PM is usually sequestered in dissident minority populations,
but, occasionally, pseudolaw has emerged as a broader social and even political phenom-
enon. Kent,93 Koniak,94 and Hodge95 identify the trigger for this shift is broad-based
social stress that delegitimizes conventional authorities. These authors observe pseudo-
law groups proliferated in the US during the 1980s farm and 2008 bank mortgage crises.

85Bell, op. cit.
86Rothweiler v. Payette, 2018 ABQB 399 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2018), paras. 60–65; website: https://jahtruth.
net.

87S.A. Kent and R.D. Willey, ‘Sects, Cults, and the Attack on Jurisprudence’, Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion, 14 (2013),
pp. 306–360, 327–329; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 627–628.

88Protection de la jeunesse—171194, 2017 QCCQ 3716 (Court of Quebec. 2017); In the interest of L.L., a minor child, No.
119546 (Court of Appeals of Kansas. 2018).

89Blackshear v. Canada, 2013 FC 590 (Federal Court of Canada. 2013).
90Netolitzky, ‘After the Hammer’, op. cit., pp. 1176–1182.
91Kent, op. cit., pp. 9–11; Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., pp. 13–14.
92Lynch, op. cit., pp. 31–32.
93Kent, op. cit.
94Koniak, op. cit.
95E. Hodge, ‘The Sovereign Ascendant: Financial Collapse, Status Anxiety, and the Rebirth of the Sovereign Citizen Move-
ment’, Frontiers in Sociology, 4 (2019), pp. 1–10. doi:10.3389/fsoc.2019.0007.
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This process also occurred in the Republic of Ireland after the 2007–2010 ‘real-estate
bubble’. Faced with this financial setback, many Irish debtors turned to pseudolaw-based
mortgage elimination schemes.96 An even more unusual development was the appear-
ance of a Freeman-on-the-Land political party: ‘Direct Democracy Ireland’. These
crisis-driven expansions of pseudolaw are usually transient. For example, the post-
bubble Irish pseudolaw surge has essentially collapsed.

Asserting superior parental status

Pseudolaw rarely appears in family law inter-personal disputes.97 However, the PM is
regularly applied to assert superior parental authority and reject state action in relation
to children. This situation typically emerges during child welfare interventions. Interest-
ingly, pseudolaw-based parental rights claims were the initial focus for Canadian
Freemen-on-the-Land. Menard published several books that warn parents against regis-
tering a child’s birth since registration documents (purportedly) creates Strawman-based
state authority to seize that child.98 An interesting consequence of Menard’s activity is the
possibility of a wave of undocumented Freemen-on-the-Land children coming of age in
the next several years. Menard’s modern equivalent is Carl (Karl) Lentz, who teaches that
children are a parent’s chattel property.99 Alarmingly, parents who rely on Lentz’s con-
cepts have applied those claims to deny medical treatment to children with serious health
issues.100

The PM as professional expert knowledge

Most applications of the PM involve a reaction against some form of authority, couched
in a conspiratorial or ideological context. A significant exception exists to that pattern.
Sometimes PM ideas are taught as a specialized form of professional expert knowledge.
To date, this variation seems to be largely restricted to two objectives: (1) reduction or
evasion of tax obligations, and (2) debt elimination.

Negating income tax obligations is a commonplace application of the PM. Tax obli-
gations are typically framed in the usual conspiratorial contexts—the obligation to pay
tax is the result of a false law or trickery. There are, however, exceptions, where anti-
tax theory is presented as a form of specialized professional knowledge. One example
is the Canadian Paradigm Education Group [PEG], circa 2000–2008. This multilevel
organization, headed by Russell Porisky, included a network of PEG-certified ‘educators’
who conducted formal classes to interpret the Canadian Income Tax Act using standar-
dized textbooks and exams.101 PEG targeted professionals and business people. One PEG
educator, Denise Eddy, even taught PEG techniques as a credit course in an Alberta post-
secondary institution.

96Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., pp. 10–12.
97D.J. Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments in Canadian Inter-Partner Family Law Court Disputes’,
Alberta Law Review, 54 (2017), pp. 955–996, 983–987, 995–996.

98Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., p. 9.
99DKD (Re) (Dependent Adult), 2018 ABQB 1021 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2018), para. 8.
100E.g. S.S. (Re), 2016 ABPC 170 (Alberta Provincial Court. 2016).
101Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 623–624.
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Customers of the tax evasion Fiscal Arbitrators organization describe attending what
appeared to be professional seminars operated by promoters wearing business attire, and
apparently operating from business offices.102 Fiscal Arbitrators promoters claimed to
have special accounting and tax subject expertise.103 Gold Shield Alliance, a PM debt
elimination scam, operates a website104 that superficially appears quasi-legitimate, as
the pseudolaw elements of its ‘processes’ are largely hidden from the customer’s view.105

Professional expert knowledge applications of the PM have a limited life expectancy,
since the user base expects to obtain a benefit that never materializes. For example, when
Fiscal Arbitrators was exposed as pseudolaw, most of its customer base did not challenge
their outstanding income tax, but instead took damage control steps to minimize their
liabilities.106 These are scenarios where the false advantages purportedly provided by
the parasitic PM were not grounded in an anti-government ideology, so much as
immediately practical benefits. When the PM clearly offered no functional advantage,
its hosts rapidly abandoned those ideas on a costs/benefit basis. In meme theory, this
application of the PM has limited ‘longevity’.107

Conclusion

These preceding categories are, in a very real way, an oversimplification. A single host
community may use the PM in multiple ways. For example, Sovereign Citizens want
to re-establish an uncorrupted US constitutional structure, but also use pseudolaw to
‘opt out’ of legal obligations and to reject paying Federal income tax.108

This survey demonstrates that pseudolaw is not strictly a right-wing or racist phenom-
enon. The PM successful infects host populations with a far broader range of political,
cultural, and personal objectives. What unites these applications of the PM is their
intended objective: the shift of authority from the state and institutions to individuals.
PM host populations are otherwise difficult to capture via a simple set of universal
descriptors. The broad range of host categories demonstrates the PM is well adapted
to infect a diverse array of marginal and dissident communities. The PM’s selfish
meme advantage is how the PM promises to be a very flexible social tool, a ‘means to
an end’. What those ‘ends’ are instead depends on the ideology and objectives of the
host population infected by pseudolaw.

Deleterious effects: some consequences of pseudolaw are consistent
between employment scenarios

The PM never works. The PM is attractive to dissident anti-government populations
because it promises freedom and extraordinary authority. That is its ‘selfish meme’
advantage. When the PM infects a host population, that has a number of predictable
effects. Unfortunately for the host population, these effects are uniformly negative.

102Wynter v. The Queen, 2016 TCC 103 (Tax Court of Canada. 2016).
103Torres v. The Queen, 2013 TCC 380 (Tax Court of Canada. 2013).
104Website: https://www.gold-shield-alliance.com.
105Alberta Treasury Branches v. Nielson, 2014 ABQB 383 (Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 2014).
106Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’, op. cit., pp. 430–434.
107Dawkins, op. cit., pp. 251–252.
108Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 3–4; Mallek, op. cit.; Theret, op. cit.
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Worse, the PM’s memetic adjuvant character aggravates interactions between those who
carry the PM, and the remainder of the population. To date, academic commentary on
pseudolaw has focussed on ideology. This article examines how pseudolaw functionally
induces negative outcomes.

Pseudolaw promotes a paranoid, oppositional perspective towards conventional state
and institutional actors. They are portrayed as enemies, demonized as agents of a false
conspiratorial authority that strips away natural and legal rights. This objectification of
government, police, and court actors promotes conflict, and inhibits mediation and
risk mitigation.109 PM narratives create reasons to hate.110 Pseudolaw’s conspiratorial
narrative also separates its adherents from the mainstream population. The majority
who do not adopt pseudolaw are contemptible ‘sheeple’.111

‘Everything is a contract’ means pseudolaw adherents see themselves surrounded by
‘invisible contracts’: traps that could re-establish government authority through
‘joinder’.112 These traps, they believe, can be subtle and sneaky. For example, some
PM believers will not use postal codes since postal codes are identified as a contract
offer whose use results in ‘joinder’.113 Pseudolaw creates a life of unending vigilance,
where perceived but fictitious enhanced personal rights only survive where state auth-
ority is confronted directly with a declaration of ‘no consent’.114

The PM legitimatizes a range of anti-social conduct and therefore is a risk factor. Pseu-
dolaw redefines illegal, criminal, dangerous, anti-social, and socially rejected conduct as
legal and permitted. Pseudolaw has adverse effects on the legal apparatus.115 Pseudolaw
adherents use lawsuits as a mechanism to resist authority via ‘paper terrorism’, or to
trigger unorthodox social reform.116 Claims of superior legal authority are a basis for
social and jury nullification.117

Then there are more drastic steps. When pseudolaw fails, its adherents may pursue
their perceived rights via vigilante police and courts.118 In its most extreme form, the
PM can lead to extralegal violence, since the PM and its narrative authorizes action
against ‘outlaws’. For example, Goldstein119 observes that the Sovereign Citizens’
defence of the US Constitution leads to politically motivated violence. Much has been
written on the interrelationship between the PM and violence, including domestic terror-
ist activities.120 A full discussion of that important issue, however, is beyond the scope of

109McCoy, Jones and Hastings, op. cit., pp. 63–64; McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 647–648, 656; Unrau v. National Dental Exam-
ining Board, op. cit., paras. 198–199.

110Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., p. 18.
111Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments’, op. cit., p. 962.
112Kalinowski, op. cit., pp. 161–162; Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’, op. cit., p. 441; Perry, Hofmann and
Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 26–27.

113Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., p. 4; Meads v. Meads, op. cit, paras. 231–234.
114Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., p. 12.
115Kalinowski, op. cit.; McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 644–646; Slater, op. cit., pp. 68–69.
116Colacci, op. cit., pp. 156–158; McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 645–646; Netolitzky and Warman, op. cit., p. 719; Theret, op. cit.,
pp. 868–873.

117E.J. Haynie, ‘Populism, Free Speech, and the Rule of Law: The “Fully Informed” Jury Movement and Its Implications’,
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 10 (1997–1998), 343–379; Jackson, ‘Nullification Through Armed Civil Disobe-
dience’, op. cit.

118Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 23–24; Harris, op. cit., pp. 287–292; Koniak, op. cit.; D. J. Neto-
litzky, Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments [OPCA] in Canada; An Attack on the Legal System’, Journal of
Parliamentary and Political Law, 10 (2016b), pp. 137–193, 154–155; Theret, op. cit., pp. 861–862.

119Goldstein, op. cit.
120E.g. Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit.; Bell, op. cit; Colacci, op. cit.; Mallek, op. cit.; Netolitzky, ‘Orga-
nized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments’, op. cit., Theret, op. cit.
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this article. At present, there is little reason to be confident that we fully appreciate when
pseudolaw has or has not been implicated in violence. For example, some authors group
violent actors with pseudolaw when there is no evidence of that.121 Other times possible
PM involvement in acts of violence, such as the 2017 Las Vegas mass shooting, are all but
ignored.122

The PM alters the behaviour of its hosts so that they are more likely to take ultimately
futile steps that predictably result in both personal and social costs. This tragic adjuvant
effect of pseudolaw is often overlooked. People who are attracted to and internalize PM
beliefs do so because they want the advantages and power the PM promises. Instead,
these ideas inflict a terrible price on those who employ them. Using PM techniques
readily converts a $50 traffic ticket into a jail sentence, or transforms a debt collection
into a foreclosure. Pseudolaw’s hosts face unnecessary litigation costs, physical injury,
professional harm, incarceration, broken families, reduced autonomy, and the simple
waste of their otherwise potentially useful lives.123 The PM is a seductive parasitic
meme that provides no advantage to those who accept it and then attempt to apply its
processes. In the process the PM’s adjuvant properties also causes broader social harm
and waste.

Infection sustainability: the social role served by pseudolaw affects group
success and possible government and institutional responses

Pseudolaw always fails when tested in court. The PM’s adjuvant property aggravates and
escalates interactions between host communities and conventional authority. Combined,
these facts might lead one to expect that groups that attempt to advance their objectives
via pseudolaw would be a transient phenomenon. Once the parasitic character of the PM
became obvious, host populations would logically reject the PM and ‘cure’ themselves of
that memetic infection. However, the last several decades has shown that in some com-
munities pseudolaw becomes a persistent chronic infestation. Other factors are therefore
also relevant to why the PM is more or less sustainable for certain hosts.

Prior investigation has not examined why certain manifestations of pseudolaw persist
while others implode. Pseudolaw communities are diverse, so rather than attempt at this
point to develop a systematic theory of why sometimes pseudolaw thrives, despite in-
court failure and social confrontation and conflict, a more useful first step is to
examine two contrasting examples to investigate what factors may have contributed to
two very different outcomes.

The mature PM emerged in the US around 2000.124 Within several years those ideas
were adopted by the Canadian Freeman-on-the-Land movement.125 Both US Sovereign

121E.g. Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., p. 41 groups RCMP shooter Justin Bourque with pseudolaw adherents, but
post-offense interviews (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, An Interview with J. Bourque/Interviewers J. Levesque,
G. Deveau, M. Sureault, R. Harvey & T. Jones, 6 June 2014, https://darkpoutine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/
249312403-Justin-Bourque-RCMP-interview-transcript.pdf) with Bourque where he openly discussed his motivation dis-
close Militia-type perspectives, but no PM beliefs. See also Mallek, op. cit., pp. 51–60, 63–68.

122J. Wilson, ‘New Documents Suggest Las Vegas Shooter Was Conspiracy Theorist—What We Know’, The Guardian, 19
May 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/may/19/stephen-paddock-las-vegas-shooter-conspiracy-
theories-documents-explained.

123McRoberts, op. cit., pp. 648–650; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 641–642.
124Netolitzky, A Pathogen Astride the Minds of Men, op. cit., p. 2.
125Ibid., pp. 9–10; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., pp. 624–627.
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Citizens and Canadian Freemen-on-the-Land experienced no courtroom successes.
Despite those failures, the Sovereign Citizen phenomenon remains active, and may
even have expanded.126 In contrast, the Canadian Freemen are in disarray, and their lea-
dership is discredited.127 Why has pseudolaw’s failure led to such different results? One
possible explanation is the position these two groups occupy in relation to their broader
national social environments. Another way of expressing that analysis is to ask how the
component memes present in the PM relate to the social meme values of the broader
society at large.

The Sovereign Citizens’ more sustainable and ongoing resistance to government and
court management is plausibly because Sovereign Citizen beliefs and objectives are a facet
of a broadly accepted socially valid objective. Sovereign Citizens reflect American Excep-
tionalism, a belief that the US Constitution, founding government principles, and his-
toric leadership figures represent an ideal, and are imbued with quasi-religious
status.128 Sovereign Citizens embrace these ideals, and position themselves as the last
true patriots.129 In that sense, Sovereign Citizens are fairly described as an extreme mani-
festation of conventional right-wing populist US politics.130 For Sovereign Citizens, the
PM can be integrated in a broader social belief structure.

This fact makes the Sovereign Citizens an unusual and difficult target for social control
and risk management. Attempts in the late 2000s to engage domestic surveillance on
Sovereign Citizens and other domestic radical populations led to a strong negative
response from politically aligned ‘conventional’ authorities.131 Recent re-emphasis
away from monitoring of US domestic extremism132 may have the same underlying
cause. Further, many of the broader values espoused by Sovereign Citizens, such as
self-reliance, traditional religious values, and the rule of law (albeit an unconventional
form) are ‘motherhood issues’ that meet with broad social acceptance. Sovereign
Citizen perspectives are not alien to the modern US political landscape.133 The
memetic narrative found in the Sovereign Citizen version of the PM is an ‘insiders’
narrative.

The Sovereign Citizen movement also has the potential to attract a broad variety of
persons via its powerful but socially acceptable unifying theme, including individuals
with organizational, technical, and professional skills, and military and law enforcement

126Slater, op. cit., provides document-based evidence of increased litigation by Sovereign Citizens, however that popu-
lation’s size is unknown. While many sources estimate 300,000 Sovereign Citizens in the US, Mallek, op. cit., pp. 61–66
effectively illustrates that figure is little more than a guess. The same is true for published Canadian pseudolaw popu-
lation estimates: McCoy, Jones and Hastings, op. cit., p. 13; Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 18–20.

127McCoy, Jones and Hastings, op. cit., p. 67; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., p. 639; Perry,
Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 16–18.

128Goldstein, op. cit.; P.S. Onuf, ‘American Exceptionalism and National Identity’, American Political Thought, 1 (2012), 77–
100.

129J. Aho, Far-Right Fantasy: A Sociology of American Religion and Politics (New York, NY: Routledge, 2016); Berlet and Sun-
shine, op. cit., pp. 490–491; Goldstein, op. cit. Aho includes Sovereign Citizens within a larger ‘Christian Patriot’ social
movement.

130Berlet and Sunshine, op. cit., pp. 491, 498, 501–503.
131D. Johnson, Right-Wing Resurgence: How a Domestic Terrorist Threat Is being Ignored (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefi-
eld, 2012), pp. 247–266.

132N. Einbinder, ‘The Trump Administration Has Actually Cut Government Resources to Fight White Supremacy and Dom-
estic Terrorism’, Business Insider, 6 August 2019, https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-cut-resources-fight-white-
supremacy-domestic-terrorism-2019-8.

133Berlet and Sunshine, op. cit., pp. 501–503; Slater, op. cit., pp. 61–65.
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backgrounds.134 The US has a historic tradition of rural rebellion and resistance.135 The
‘little guy’ and the ‘minuteman’ are heroic figures. When these factors are coupled with
the broad presence of political conspiracy theory in US society and politics,136 the Sover-
eign Citizens are not truly so separate from their larger host population.137 They are,
instead, an extreme manifestation of basic elements of US society and values derived
from that nation’s historic mythology.

The Canadian Freemen had no such social/political advantage. Instead, their ideologi-
cal foundation was amorphic allegations of corrupt state and institutional authority,
mixed with second-hand and superficial conspiracy motifs. Menard’s With Lawful
Excuse,138 the closest thing that Freemanism has to a central text, is a disorganized
graphic novel composed of annotated clip-art, ‘photoshopped’ images, and various
text pieces extracted from Menard’s other writing. Freemen demanded all the benefits
of Canadian society, but without any obligations. In substance, the Freemen’s objectives
were little more than rejection of social values and participation in civil society. Their
core belief was that they should not have to follow the rules, unless they consent.
Why? Because of simple, base, self-interest. I don’t feel like it.139

Unsurprisingly, the general Canadian population reacted very negatively to this
attempt at institutionalized ‘freeloading’. Freemanism runs contrary to the general
pattern that Canadians personally accept social and civil obligation. Thus, despite their
apparently genuine expectation of being welcomed as social revolutionaries, the
Freemen found no sympathy or public interest. Furthermore, unlike the Sovereign Citi-
zens, the Freemen had no broadly accepted conspiratorial buttress against which to lean
their theoretical construct. Freeman ideology also worked against recruiting an effective
adherent population. Many Freemen are economically marginal, either ‘drop outs’,
welfare or social assistance recipients, or simply criminals.140 The community had
little internal cohesion.141 This weak recruit pool did not provide the skills, money, or
intellectual capacity to develop a broader social organization. The Freeman movement’s
collapse was therefore all but inevitable after its leadership caste was publicly exposed as
not having actually personally nullified state authority, as they had claimed.142 The
Freemen variant of the PM was both functionally an ‘outsiders’ mechanism that prom-
ised Freeloading advantages extracted parasitically from the remainder of Canada, and
also an ‘outsiders’ philosophy, misaligned with Canadian society.

In both comparator scenarios the PM’s adjuvant character triggered increased conflict
with conventional authority. Sovereign Citizen communities, with their internal
strengths, near-conventional political position, and adherence to traditional pro-social

134For example, Sovereign Citizen affiliates include serving law enforcement officers, such as ‘Constitutional Sheriffs’:
Berlet and Sunshine, op. cit., pp. 496–497; Goldstein, op. cit.; Jackson, A Schema of Right-Wing Extremism, op. cit.,
pp. 11–12. See also Slater, op. cit., p. 17 in relation to organization.

135Berlet and Sunshine, op. cit.; C.M. Stock, Rural Radicals: Righteous Rage in the American Grain (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 1996).

136R. Hofstadter, The Paranoid Style of American Politics and Other Essays (New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965).
137Harris, op. cit., pp. 303–312.
138R.A. Menard, With Lawful Excuse. Elizabeth Anne Elaine Society and Freddie Freepickle Productions, 2011.
139Meads v. Meads, op. cit, para. 4.
140Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’, op. cit., pp. 434–440.
141Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 20–22.
142Ibid., pp. 15–17; McCoy, Jones and Hastings, op. cit., p. 67; Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’, op. cit.,
pp. 434–440.
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values, survived. The Freemen, in contrast, collapsed under that strain. These two
different outcomes illustrate that the PM’s ability to sustain its parasitic pathogenic
relationship with host populations is not only dependent on the selfish meme false
benefits promised by the PM, but also how the resistance and dissident narratives that
make the PM appealing to a host population interrelate with the larger population as a
whole.

Meme transmission vectors: transformation of pseudolaw from
sequestered and privileged knowledge to a component of the cultic
milieu

Post-2000, pseudolaw has not merely spread into diverse new communities and been
applied in multiple (anti)social roles. The PM has also undergone a separate fundamental
transformation from privileged knowledge directly disseminated on a face-to-face basis,
to a separate publicly accessible legal system embedded in the cultic milieu. The PM has
switched transmission vectors used to infect new vulnerable memetic hosts. There is a
common appreciation that the Internet facilitates access to and spread of conspiratorial
beliefs. However, previous commentary on the PM has failed to follow this progression
through to its current condition, where the PM has established itself as a global alterna-
tive legal system enmeshed in the cultic milieu.

Pre-2005—secret sequestered privileged knowledge

In its early stages the PM relied upon inefficient vectors to infect new individuals and
groups. Until the mid 2000s, pseudolaw was sequestered in small, often marginal com-
munities like the Christian Identity Churches, the Posse Comitatus movement, Militia
groups, and the Montana Freemen.143 While pseudolaw concepts have a deep prehistory,
their early origin and evolution is poorly documented.144 During this period what little
information that was available existed in poorly written fringe publications with only
small print runs, sold by mail or via a very few specialized outlets.145

Instruction occurred in person, either by persons attending pseudolaw centres like the
Montana Freemen’s ‘Justus Township’,146 or by touring gurus who held seminars in
rented hotel rooms or churches.147 Lectures had a formal teacher/student format.148

Some instruction was by what purported to be law schools.149 Larger gatherings
would occasionally occur, such as ‘Festival of the Ages’ events held in Salmon Arm,
British Columbia, in 2000–2001.150 At this point, PM knowledge was taught on a ‘for

143Bell, op. cit; Berger, op. cit.; Kent, op. cit.; Mallek, op. cit., pp. 21–24.
144Berger, op. cit., p. 13.
145Ibid., pp. 7–13.
146Wessinger, op. cit., pp. 165–166.
147Anti-Defamation League, The Lawless Ones, op. cit., pp. 6–7; Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op.
cit., pp. 615–616.

148E.g. D.W. Miller, ‘Quantum Grammar Seminar’ [Video file], September 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Lo1nnrn36F4.

149E.g. George Gordon’s School of Law, website archive: https://web.archive.org/web/20020927052723/http://www.
georgegordon.org/.

150Kent and Willey, op. cit., pp. 325–326. Wes Mann, the organizer of this event, has uploaded many videos from this
gathering (https://www.youtube.com/user/conspiracyking/videos), which is a unique resource illustrating the state
of pseudolaw in Canada at this point.
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pay’ basis, or, occasionally, for a philanthropic purpose to enhance the objectives of
the host group.

The advent of the online preacher guru

YouTube transformed pseudolaw by moving PM instruction into the public sphere.
Although video recordings of guru seminars were sometimes recorded and sold,151

Freeman-on-the-Land founder Menard appears to have been the first PM promoter to
openly broadcast his ideas online without requiring payment.152 Menard initially pro-
duced documentary-like ‘films’, such as ‘Bursting Bubbles of Government Deception’,153

but Menard’s approach soon evolved to more informal semi-regular YouTube seminars
where Menard revealed new concepts and planned directions for the Canadian Freeman
movement.154 Like televangelists, Menard’s video format evoked a one-on-one relation-
ship, where the viewer was not so much a student, but a fellow revolutionary and co-con-
spirator. By communicating in this manner, and using the language of his constituency,
Menard was both an approachable peer, but also separate. That self-portrayal and per-
sonal but distant relationship resembles how many cult leaders present themselves.155

Though Menard is now thoroughly discounted after his numerous failures,156 pseudolaw
adherents often still identity him as the individual who ‘woke me up’ to the PM’s con-
spiratorial ‘truth’.157

Many newer gurus adopted Menard’s approach and reached out to their adherents
with regular video broadcasts and call-in shows, usually shared online. Text became a
secondary information transmission mechanism. The complete PM was now a populist
resource, available without cost and accessible to many. The selfish meme pathogen was
freed from its previous less efficient modes of transmission. The shift from written to
broadcast information had a secondary effect. The stream of consciousness format
adopted by Menard and others impeded systematic analysis and testing of PM theory.
Instead, new students are personally led by an increasingly familiar guide through
layers of conspiracy and revelation, towards the promise of extraordinary empowerment.

Pseudolaw reaches the internet

Pseudolaw is now ubiquitous online.158 PM concepts and information are presented on
dedicated websites and forums, in social media (particularly Facebook), and innumerable
YouTube videos. Digital versions of once scarce and sequestered earlier generation
materials are archived on websites such as Scribd. Tutorials of varying sophistication

151E.g. by prominent Sovereign Citizen Guru Winston Shrout: https://web.archive.org/web/20100314045242/http://www.
wssic.com/products/products.htm.

152Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., p. 626; Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 15–16.
153R.A. Menard, ‘Bursting Bubbles of Government Deception’ [Video file], 2004, https://archive.org/details/
ThinkFreeBurstingBubblesOfGovernmentDeception.

154Some of these videos remain archived on Menard’s YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/mrmitee/
videos.

155A. Mooney, The Rhetoric of Religious ‘Cults’ (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), pp. 129–154. Lynch describes
‘controversial radio’ counter-culture idea transmission operating in a similar manner: Lynch, op. cit., pp. 155–161.

156Netolitzky, ‘The History of the Organized Pseudolegal’, op. cit., p. 626; Netolitzky, ‘Lawyers and Court Representation’,
op. cit., p. 440.

157Perry, Hofmann and Scrivens, op. cit., pp. 17–18.
158Ibid., p. 18; Slater, op. cit., pp. 14–17.
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lead pseudolaw students through everything from preparing ‘legal’ documents to making
home-made license plates.

In one sense these resources are diverse. The many pseudolaw host communities pre-
viously surveyed each produced their own constellation of online PM materials. In that
way, pseudolaw is expressed in public by many different voices, with a range of different
objectives. However, all pseudolaw that descended from the original PM uses the same
core terminology, language, and concepts.159 Thus, someone exploring the PM will dis-
cover that pseudolaw appears to be very broadly accepted, with many community-
specific variations, conspiracies, and explanations. This richness of expression creates a
conceptual ‘rabbit hole’ with many paths to explore, but all built off a common but
false matrix of core principles. Travelers down these paths are in that sense reassured.
The same alleged true law appears again and again. That explorer has discovered what
is arguably best described as a separate system of law.

Pseudolaw merges with the cultic milieu

Campbell160 defined the ‘cultic milieu’ as a collection of rejected, marginalized, and
deviant beliefs that form ‘the cultural underground of society’. Other names for this
assemblage are ‘occulture’,161 and ‘stigmatized knowledge’.162 The modern cultic
milieu includes everything from UFO theory conspiracies, crank medical therapies,
marginal philosophical, New Age, and cult beliefs, and generally rejected political
theories and concepts. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the PM has entered into this collage
of data.

Barkun argues a novel form of conspiracy culture, ‘improvisational millenialism’, has
emerged in the past several decades, where the underlying character of a ‘New World
Order’ conspiracy remains effectively unknowable, hidden behind layers of proxy
actors.163 A critical characteristic of improvizational millenialist conspiracy is its ‘relent-
less and seemly indiscriminate borrowing’, where practically any cultic milieu data may
be recruited as evidence of the concealed dark design.164 Barkun classifies the PM
phenomenon as an improvizational millenialist conspiracy culture.165 In meme theory,
the cultic milieu itself could be called a ‘supermemeplex’. Almost any data, rumour,
image, or belief can incorporated into its conspiratorial matrix.

As previously discussed, the PM requires a conspiratorial narrative to explain why the
true law is concealed. That requirement draws pseudolaw into the cultic milieu. Pseudo-
law’s host populations are often social or cultural dissidents and resisters. When these
marginal groups adopted pseudolaw, they incorporated pseudolaw into the broader col-
lection of rejected and marginal knowledge. The cultic milieu and improvizational mil-
lenialist conspiracies are assimilative. Reliability is established when information and

159Slater, op. cit., p. 14.
160Campbell, op. cit., pp. 121–124.
161C. Partridge, The Re-Enchantment of the West: Alternative Spiritualities, Sacralization, Popular Culture, and Occulture
(London: T&T Clark International, 2004), vol. 1, pp. 62–86.

162M. Barkun, A Culture of Conspiracy: Apocalyptic Visions in Contemporary America (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2013), pp. 26–38.

163Ibid., pp. 233–234.
164Ibid., p. 18.
165Ibid., pp. 196–198.
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sources are marginalized, rejected, amateur, and incoherent. The PM in its present online
form certainly fits that bill.

The net result is that when people who are not part of an existing pseudolaw host
population seek out law, but instead belong to the broad, merged counter-culture
described by Barkun, those investigators will not go to their local courthouse law
library. Instead, these law seekers will turn to their information pool of ‘friendly’ and
trusted resources, the cultic milieu, and there will find pseudolaw, the six core PM
motifs, and a wealth of conspiratorial narratives that explain how this true and now
hidden law was suppressed and concealed.

Introduction of the PM into the world’s largest conspiratorial information matrix
means the PM has now been paired with its ideal vector to contact and infect new poten-
tial hosts. First, marginal/dissident groups will predictably be exposed to the PM and may
adopt it, if the PM is compatible with group characteristics and objectives. Pseudolaw is
‘outsider knowledge’ and therefore meets the criteria for trusted sources. Second, gurus
are less important. Gurus no longer are part of a ‘chain of transmission’, though they may
still serve as important authorities or guides. Third, future PM ‘infection’ may not be a
group-based phenomenon. Information in the cultic milieu is available to anyone who is
willing to sift through those resources. Improvizational millenialist conspiracy culture
potentially draws in practically any individual social outlier. They all fear and resist
the vast and unknowable enemy: the New World Order. Pseudolaw is a possibly attrac-
tive but ultimately futile answer.

Possible new infection scenarios

Pseudolaw is here to stay. Pseudolaw will never displace conventional authority and law,
but instead festers in social margins, perhaps expanding into a broader population during
periods of stress and disruption. Similar to many other crank theories, like alien contact
and abduction claims, and chemtrails, ‘I do not consent!’ is no longer merely a rallying
cry of the disaffected, but has become a target of mockery in popular culture.166 It seems
only a matter of time before a PM-inspired television program appears on the so-called
History Channel.

The PM has proven to have a broad host range. Now located in the cultic milieu, the
PM has the opportunity to contact and infect those who travel conspiratorial paths. The
PM will very plausibly ‘infect’ new anti-government populations where that population:
(1) perceives itself as stressed, impeded, or persecuted by government actors, (2) has an
ideology that can support a conspiratorial narrative of hidden law and stolen rights, and
(3) seeks a rules-based response. The PM is the ‘law of choice’ for those who resist state
authority.

In the past pseudolaw was chiefly a community phenomenon, where gurus were key
‘Typhoid Marys’ who transmitted the PM to new groups, that then moved to confront
and resist conventional authority. However, the broad-based dissemination of the PM
within the cultic milieu means the PM may now also transmit on an individual basis,
inducing resistance, and anti-social and illegal conduct without affiliation to a broader
social group such as the Freemen-on-the-Land or Moors. A self-educated ‘lone wolf’

166Netolitzky, ‘After the Hammer’, op. cit., pp. 1199–1201.
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pseudolaw adherent is a realistic possibility. Because the PM is a social adjuvant, deploy-
ing pseudolaw will predictably make interactions with ‘conventional’ actors worse.

Are there limits to the possible proliferation of pseudolaw? There are several. First,
pseudolaw is not well adapted for inter-personal conflict, and so, for example, is all
but absent in family law disputes.167 While pseudolaw clearly targets institutions and
governments,168 Strawman Theory has no real application against corporations, given
the ‘everything is a contract’ rule.

Where might pseudolaw next appear? Pretty much any context where government
authority is challenged. For example, fundamentalist polygamist Mormons could steal
a page from the Republic of Texas and the Reichsbürgers, and ‘discover’ that the Utah
Territory, or even the State of Deseret is their true ‘de jure’ government. Vaccination
and pandemic management resistance is another all but inevitable conflict point where
the PM is likely to be deployed. That phenomenon has already occurred in Australia.169

US and Canadian anti-quarantine protests are associated with pseudolaw groups.170 The
‘Genesis II Church’ currently promotes ‘Miracle Mineral Solution’ (industrial bleach) as a
coronavirus treatment,171 and employs the PM to declare it is outside government regu-
lation.172 Pretty much any scenario where crank medical and health products are the
subject of government regulation has the potential to involve pseudolaw.

This list could go on at length, but the diversity of instances where the PM has already
been in play makes the point clear. Pseudolaw may now plausibly emerge whenever those
who source their information from the cultic milieu interact with and resist state and
institutional actors. This disease of ideas is now loose on the world as a whole.

Conclusion

Acknowledging the PM’s social function is important. More and increasingly diverse
groups and individuals will very likely adopt and employ the PM. In that capacity, the
PM (purportedly) operates as a separate legal system, and will be deployed by
counter-culture, marginal, and resister groups and individuals who seek to unilaterally
rebalance relationships with state and institutional actors in their favour.

The PM does not create ideology or belief. It, alone, does not establish communities.
The PM is a parasitic selfish meme that exploits the desires and objectives of frustrated
dissident and resister populations. Once the memetic infection takes hold, pseudolaw
activates and empowers groups and individuals to engage in anti-social behaviour.

167Netolitzky, ‘Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Arguments’, op. cit., pp. 983–987, 995–996.
168Netolitzky, A Rebellion of Furious Paper, op. cit., pp. 6–7.
169C. Watson, ‘This Couple Are Urging Fellow Anti-Vaxxers to Pay to have Their Name and Address Added to Form Letters’,
Buzzfeed News, 6 May 2020, https://www.buzzfeed.com/cameronwilson/anti-vaxxer-facebook-sovereign-citizen-form-
letters.

170E.g. the appearance of iconography associated with Militia traditions (C. Devega, ‘Soldiers of the Boogaloo: David
Neiwert on the Far Right’s Plans for a New Civil War’, Salon, 18 May 2020, https://www.salon.com/2020/05/18/
soldiers-of-the-boogaloo-david-neiwert-on-the-far-rights-plans-for-a-new-civil-war/), and noted Detaxer guru David
Kevin Lindsay and his ‘Common Law Education and Rights Initiative’ (L. Brookes, ‘Virus a “Scamdemic”: Protest’, Cas-
tanet, 6 May 2020, https://www.castanet.net/news/Kelowna/299346/Residents-opposing-COVID-19-restrictions-
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171A. Martyn, ‘On the Prowl for Bogus Claims about Coronavirus Treatments, the FDA Targets Miracle Mineral Solution’,
Salon, 18 May 2020, https://www.salon.com/2020/05/17/on-the-prowl-for-bogus-claims-about-coronavirus-
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The PM narrative tells them they do so as ‘law enforcers’ and ‘law makers’, not ‘law
breakers’. The belief that one’s acts are not merely morally justified, but legally
justified, is dangerous. State actors become ‘outlaws’. Legal and physical response is
not retaliation, but discipline. The appearance of PM concepts is therefore important
for threat assessment purposes. That development will almost certainly predict ‘paper
terrorism’, but also possible vigilante, criminal, and terrorist activity. The PM potentiates
the pre-existing traits of an existing group.

Automatically grouping pseudolaw communities like the Freemen and Moors with
‘right-wing extremists’ like Militias and Sovereign Citizens ignores the objectives and
characteristics of a pseudolaw population. For example, unlike Sovereign Citizens,
Freemen-on-the-Land are unlikely to engage in vigilante acts or seek to strike back
and cause mass casualty incidents. Freemen never set out to renew and restore
Canada, but instead desire a freeloading parasitic lifestyle of ‘do as I please’, and ‘take
what I want’. That is in sharp contrast to the new Canadian ‘Yellow Vest’ ‘Unify the
People’ advocates who, similar to Sovereign Citizens, seek to revive long dormant but
(purportedly) lawful governmental structures. These are the kinds of distinctions that
are important when evaluating PM hosts, and their potential to cause different kinds
of social harm.

The emergence and spread of pseudolaw is a serious social challenge. These ideas are
dangerous. But commentary and investigation of pseudolaw must be context-sensitive.
When studying this disease of ideas, the host is just as important as the pathogen.
Future investigation and description of pseudolaw, and design of appropriate counter-
measures, needs to keep this duality in mind.
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